Intensified surveillance during the 2009 A/H1N1 influenza pandemic in Israel resulted in large virological and serological datasets, presenting a unique opportunity for investigating the pandemic dynamics. We employ a conditional likelihood approach for fitting a disease transmission model to virological and serological data, conditional on clinical data. The model is used to reconstruct the temporal pattern of the pandemic in Israel in five age-groups and evaluate the factors that shaped it. We estimate the reproductive number at the beginning of the pandemic to be R ¼ 1.4. We find that the combined effect of varying absolute humidity conditions and school vacations (SVs) is responsible for the infection pattern, characterized by three epidemic waves. Overall attack rate is estimated at 32% (28-35%) with a large variation among the age-groups: the highest attack rates within school children and the lowest within the elderly. This pattern of infection is explained by a combination of the age-group contact structure and increasing immunity with age. We assess that SVs increased the overall attack rates by prolonging the pandemic into the winter. Vaccinating school children would have been the optimal strategy for minimizing infection rates in all age-groups.
Intensified surveillance during the 2009 A/H1N1 influenza pandemic in Israel resulted in large virological and serological datasets, presenting a unique opportunity for investigating the pandemic dynamics. We employ a conditional likelihood approach for fitting a disease transmission model to virological and serological data, conditional on clinical data. The model is used to reconstruct the temporal pattern of the pandemic in Israel in five age-groups and evaluate the factors that shaped it. We estimate the reproductive number at the beginning of the pandemic to be R ¼ 1. 4 . We find that the combined effect of varying absolute humidity conditions and school vacations (SVs) is responsible for the infection pattern, characterized by three epidemic waves. Overall attack rate is estimated at 32% (28-35%) with a large variation among the age-groups: the highest attack rates within school children and the lowest within the elderly. This pattern of infection is explained by a combination of the age-group contact structure and increasing immunity with age. We assess that SVs increased the overall attack rates by prolonging the pandemic into the winter. Vaccinating school children would have been the optimal strategy for minimizing infection rates in all age-groups.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been significant progress in employing influenza surveillance data, together with epidemiological modelling, in order to address some of the important questions regarding the human-to-human transmission of influenza and the factors that affect it [1] . An especially promising approach, which also raises methodological challenges, is incorporating different types of datasets, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, in order to piece together a picture of the unfolding of an epidemic and the underlying mechanisms [1] . In this work, we employ several types of data available from the 2009 A/H1N1 pandemic in Israel, together with model-fitting techniques, in order to obtain insights that could not have been obtained from each of these datasets in isolation.
The novel A/H1N1 influenza strain (H1N1pdm) was first identified in Israel at the end of April 2009 [2, 3] . By June, an epidemic was already underway across the country. Clinical diagnoses of influenza-like illness (ILI) collected during the pandemic showed a pattern characterized by three apparent waves of infection (figure 1a). This pattern presents an opportunity for investigating the changing factors affecting the transmission rates of influenza within a population. Weather conditions, in particular temperature and absolute humidity (AH), are the main factors currently used to explain the seasonal pattern of interpandemic influenza outbreaks in temperate regions [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . With regards to the 2009 pandemic, several studies have found that varying AH conditions throughout the pandemic period & 2016 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
help to explain the spatio-temporal dynamics of the pandemic [9, 10] , whereas other studies indicated that regional differences in AH conditions can help to explain the observed variation in the pandemic dynamics across different geographical regions [11, 12] . Maximum levels of temperature and AH in Israel were reached during the month of August (figure 1a), which could serve to explain the decline in ILI incidence during August and the subsequent rise at the start of September. Reduced contact rates during school vacations (SVs) is another factor thought to have a role in the seasonality of influenza [13, 14] . Evaluating the effect of SVs on the spread of influenza is difficult, as typically the influenza season does not overlap with the school summer vacation. The early initiation of the pandemic has enabled one to examine and confirm the curtailing impact of SVs on influenza transmission [10, 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In Israel, the early initiation resulted in the pandemic overlapping not only with the summer vacation during July and August, but also with the Jewish New Year holidays in October (figure 1a).
From a research perspective, another opportunity presented by the pandemic relates to the unique datasets collected during this period. In the wake of the pandemic, the Israeli Ministry of Health enhanced its typical influenza surveillance programme, by carrying out more virological tests of suspected influenza cases and by conducting a large seroepidemiological study [21] . Virological tests provide an indication of the fraction of actual influenza cases among patients with influenza-like symptoms. Serological surveys make it possible to assess the actual proportions of the disease spread in the population, and in so doing account for the undiagnosed cases. The availability of these types of data to complement the clinical diagnosis data is particularly important under the circumstances of a worldwide pandemic.
As public awareness and attitude towards H1N1pdm changed in time over the pandemic, so did the tendency to consult with physicians upon the appearance of clinical symptoms, which in turn affected the time series of clinical diagnoses [19] . Examining the time series obtained from a Google Trends search for 'flu' in Israel during the pandemic period (figure 1b) reveals a different wave pattern from the one observed in the ILI data (figure 1a), including a disproportionate temporary leap in the public interest in flu at the beginning of August, which could serve as an alternative explanation to the observed peak in ILI incidence during this period. Combining all available types of epidemiological and social data should help facilitate a more accurate evaluation of the pandemic's dynamics in Israel and the factors that shaped it.
Several recent studies introduced new frameworks for integrating multiple types of surveillance data, including virological and/or serological data, with a disease transmission model in order to examine different aspects of influenza epidemics [19,20,22 -24] . Here, we present an approach based on conditional likelihood, for fitting and parameter estimations of dynamical models using a variety of datasets. Our transmission model incorporates weather data, as well as data on social contacts among age-groups, to project the number of infected individuals in different age-groups. Our observation model uses clinical diagnosis data while attempting to give a realistic description of the processes by which the virological and serological datasets were collected. The combination of the two models is used to fit the uniquely large and detailed virological and serological datasets collected during the pandemic in Israel. By fitting the virological and serological datasets, we infer maximum-likelihood estimates for the transmission model parameters, assessing the rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160099 impact of SV and weather conditions on the reproductive number as well as the relative susceptibility of individuals in the different age-groups. Using the model, we reconstruct the temporal pattern of the pandemic in Israel and the overall infection rates in different age-groups. We show that the timing of SVs, in relation to the seasonality induced by weather, can have dramatic effect on the outcome of an epidemic. Finally, we investigate the potential effectiveness of vaccination in mitigating the pandemic and assess optimal vaccine allocation among different age-groups.
Methods

The data
The following is a short description of the different datasets used in the modelling (table 1) . Detailed information regarding the data can be found in the electronic supplementary material, S1A. The virological data used here are the results of RT-PCR tests conducted on throat and nasal swabs collected from suspected influenza cases visiting clinics belonging to the Israeli Ministry of Health's sentinel network. The serology data contain the results of haemagglutination inhibition (HI) assays performed on serums collected from individuals prior to and during the 2009 pandemic [21] . The clinical surveillance data consist of diagnoses made by physicians belonging to the Macabbi health maintenance organization (HMO), which has a nationwide coverage of approximately 25% of the Israeli population. The dataset is comprised of four different diagnoses that together cover more than 90% of the diagnoses given to patients sampled in the sentinel clinics for virological testing [25] . We use here the term extended influenza-like illness (eILI) to refer to the combined sum of the four diagnoses. The virological, serological and clinical data were aggregated into weekly data in five age-groups: 0 -4, 5 -19, 20 -44, 45 -64 and 65þ (electronic supplementary material, tables S1 -S3).
We calculated a 5 Â 5 age-group contact frequency matrix for the population of Israel (electronic supplementary material, table S4) based on results of a survey of the number of contacts among age-groups in eight European countries [26] . We found that after accounting for differences in demographics and scaling, the variance obtained from the European matrices is very small (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). By taking the mean of these matrices and fixing it according the demographics of the Israeli population, we obtain, up to a scaling factor, an age-group contact matrix for Israel. The SV dates used in the model are based on the official vacations schedule for the 2009/2010 school year in the Jewish sector (electronic supplementary material, table S5). Daily mean temperature and AH data for Israel used in the model were obtained by averaging measurements made by meteorological stations of the Israeli Meteorological Society [27] in four Israeli cities representing four geographical regions (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). We used Google Trends data in some model variants for modelling trends in the tendency to visit a physician over time upon experiencing influenza-like symptoms. These data (available at [28] ) were extracted by searching Google Trends for the term 'flu' (in Hebrew) over the pandemic period (June 2009-March 2010) in Israel (figure 1b). Figure 2 summarizes the modelling scheme used here, which will be described in detail below. In general, the scheme involves a deterministic transmission model that characterizes the transmission of influenza in the Israeli population as a whole. The transmission model estimates the number of new infectives each day over the course of the pandemic. This information is fed into a stochastic observation model that makes predictions about the results of serological and virological tests of the population. The likelihood function is defined based on the probability of obtaining the laboratory results (the serological and virological data at our disposal) given the clinical surveillance data and the transmission model output.
Model formulation
Transmission model
For the description of the infection process, we use the deterministic version of a discrete-time, age-of-infection model framework [29] . The model is extended to incorporate multiple age-groups. The model follows the general SIR framework that assumes each Israel Meteorological Service [23] rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160099
individual at any time is in one of three classes: susceptible, infected or recovered. The model equations are
S j ðtÞ ¼ S j ðt À 1Þ À i j ðtÞ: ð2:1bÞ
Here, i j (t) is the number of newly infected from age-group j (1 j m) and S j (t) is the number of susceptible individuals from age-group j on day t. A detailed description of the model parameters and the derivation of the model equations can be found in the electronic supplementary material ( §B). Briefly, the model parameters are (see also tables 2 and 3):
-N j , the population size of group j.
-P t (1 t d ), the infectivity profile or generation time distribution. -M jk , the contact frequency matrix ( §2.1).
-s jk (t), the effect of SVs on the contact structure. For the most part, we assume SVs affect contacts among school children only, with the parameter k measuring the percentage change in the number of contacts among school children during SV periods (see equation S2 in electronic supplementary material, B). We also explored other options for modelling the effect of SVs (see Discussion and electronic supplementary material, G). -w(t), the effect of weather conditions on the probability of infection. Two alternative forms are considered using either AH or temperature. In both cases, the parameter d measures the strength of the seasonal forcing related to AH or temperature (see electronic supplementary material, B equation S3).
-l j , the susceptibility of individuals from age-group j which is proportional to the probability of a susceptible individual from age-group j being infected upon contact with an infected person. The value of each of these terms by itself is not very informative. However, by comparing these values, the relative susceptibility of the different age-groups can be assessed. We define b l j ¼ l j =maxðl j Þ as the relative susceptibility of the age-groups. -i 0 j , the daily number of imported influenza cases of age-group j.
Given the model formulation, one can obtain the formula for the reproductive number on day t -R(t), measuring the mean number of infections caused by one infected individual throughout the individual's period of infectivity, given the conditions on day t (electronic supplementary material, C). In our case, there are two external factors that cause the value of R to vary in time: weather conditions and the effect of SVs. In addition, R is reduced in time owing to the depletion of susceptible individuals in the population.
Observation model
The observation model links the incidence of influenza given by the transmission model to the observed virological and serological data. We start by formulating the relationship between influenza incidence and the virological data. We set Z j (t) to be the weekly incidence of influenza by summing up the daily incidence of newly infected from age-group j-i j (t)-given by the transmission model. Only a proportion of the individuals infected in the full population are reported and assigned with one of the clinical diagnoses in our dataset. This proportion depends on both the fraction of monitored population in each transmission model 
weekly positive serological test rates
pre-pandemic seropositive rates (c j ) rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160099 age-group-u j ; N monitoredj =N j -which is known (electronic supplementary information, table S6), and a reporting rate-r j (t)-which is the fraction of infected individuals of age-group j who consult their physician on week t and are diagnosed with eILI. The number of infected in age-group j who were monitored and diagnosed with eILI on week t is thus u j Á r j ðtÞ Á Z j ðtÞ. For the main part of this paper, we assume constant reporting rates in time r j , setting r j ¼ j j , where j j are the fraction of individuals from age-group j that declare they would consult their physician when experiencing influenza-like symptoms, according to the results of a survey conducted in Israel in 2011 [32] . We performed a sensitivity analysis to assess the effect of uncertainty regarding the used reporting rates on the model outcome (electronic supplementary material, F). We also examined several model variants to assess the effect of varying reporting rates in time as well as varying fraction of symptomatic cases in the different age-groups, on the model outcome (electronic supplementary material, G,H).
The virological dataset consists of T j (t)-the number of tests performed on week t on individuals of age-group j; and T þ j ðtÞ-the number of positive tests for the H1N1pdm influenza strain. These tests were conducted almost exclusively on individuals diagnosed with one of the clinical diagnoses included in our eILI dataset, which is why we need to use this extended dataset and not just the ILI dataset. The probability that an individual of age-group j who is diagnosed with eILI on week t is infected is given by p j ðtÞ ¼ u j Á r j ðtÞ Á Z j ðtÞ=eILI j ðtÞ. Therefore, the probability of obtaining T þ j ðtÞ positive cases out of the T j (t) eILI cases which are virologically tested is given by the binomial distribution T þ j ðtÞ binomial T j ðtÞ, p j ðtÞ ¼ u j Á r j ðtÞ Á Z j ðtÞ eILI j ðtÞ :
ð2:2Þ
Next, we formulate the relation between influenza incidence and the serological data. These data consist of Y j (t)-the number of serological tests performed on week t on individuals of agegroup j; and Y þ j ðtÞ-the number of seropositive tests for H1N1pdm. The state of seropositives in the population on week t is assumed to be represented by the results of the serological tests on week t þ 2, as there is a gap of two weeks on average between infection and the rise of antibodies in the serum to a detectable level known as the seroconversion period [33] . The number of seropositives in the population on each week is determined by the cumulative number of infected individuals. In addition, prior to the pandemic, some individuals were already seropositive to the pandemic strain owing to cross reactivity with previously circulating influenza strains. Because it is difficult to assess to what extent being seropositive prior to the pandemic is a correlate of immunity to the pandemic strain [34] , two extreme alternatives were examined: (i) there is complete correlation, so that a pre-pandemic seropositive individual could not be infected by the pandemic strain, and (ii) there is no correlation, so that a pre-pandemic seropositive has the same probability of being infected as a pre-pandemic seronegative individual. In the first case, the probability of obtaining Y þ j seropositive tests out of a total of Y j tests on week t þ 2 of the epidemic may be modelled as
Here, x j is the probability an individual of age-group j was seropositive prior to the pandemic, and the attack rate S t t¼1 Z j ðtÞ=N j is the probability an individual of age-group j was infected by week t of the pandemic, and so became seropositive by week t þ 2. Because, in this case, we assume the two are mutually exclusive their sum p j (t) is the probability an individual is seropositive by week t þ 2. In the second case, we model the same probability as follows:
ð2:3bÞ
Here, p j (t) (the probability an individual is seropositive by week t þ 2) is the sum of x j and the attack rate S t t¼1 Z j ðtÞ=N j multiplied by the factor (1 2 x j ) to exclude the proportion of infected individuals that were already seropositive before the pandemic started. In addition, the two models differ in their initial conditions regarding the proportion of susceptible individuals at the start of the pandemic (see below).
Initial conditions
We estimate I 0 -the initial total number of infected at the point of time in which the fit to the data begins (1 June). Dividing the I 0 infected individuals among the different age-groups was done according to h j -the distribution of confirmed H1N1pdm cases among the five age-groups up to that point in time [2, 3] . However, we also investigated other possibilities to divide I 0 (e.g. according to the size of each age-group) and found out that generally the exact distribution of the I 0 infected among the age-groups has no major effect on the outcome. When using equation (2.3a) in the observation model, the initial fraction of susceptible individuals in each age-group (S 0j ) is set to 1 2 x j , as it is assumed in this case that the pre-pandemic seropositives are immune to the pandemic strain. When using equation (2.3b) in the observation model, we set S 0j ¼ 1, so that all individuals have the potential of being infected by the pandemic strain. We also investigated a model variant in which we estimated S 0j , while assuming the same probability of infection upon contact for each age-group (see electronic supplementary material, G).
Model variants
We have examined fitting several model variants, distinguished by the incorporation of different assumptions affecting the number of model parameters being fitted (see electronic supplementary material, G), as well as the type of weather data employed to modulate the transmission rates (AH or 
Inference
We use a maximum-likelihood approach for estimating model parameters. Our likelihood function is a conditional likelihood: the probability of obtaining the observed results of the virological and serological tests from the transmission and observation models, given the clinical surveillance data. Conditional likelihoods are used when part of the relevant data is not modelled (see [36] ). In our case, the eILI surveillance data, which depend also on the circulation of other viruses leading to ILI symptoms, are not modelled, so that the relevant likelihood is that of the virological and serological data conditional on the eILI data, which are used to compute the probability p j (t) of a virological test being positive (see equation (2.2)). Thus, for a set of parameter values c ¼ fd, k, l 1::5 , I 0 g the likelihood function is given by the product of the two binomial probabilities described in equations (2.2) and (2.3a or 2.3b):
:
ð2:4Þ
Our conditional likelihood approach differs from previous works integrating virological, serological and clinical data [19, 22, 24] , which incorporated the probability of observing the clinical data into their likelihood function. The difficulty in incorporating the ILI surveillance data into the likelihood stems from the fact that, because the ILI data include a large proportion of noninfluenza cases, the number of ILI cases at each point in time depends also on the current incidence of other viruses, which are likely to follow their own dynamics. This introduces the need to include many extra parameters in the likelihood function, one for each time point: the number of non-influenza ILI cases, or, equivalently, the fraction of ILI cases which are true influenza cases. In [19] , the availability of clinical and virological data from other regions of England was used to provide an estimate of the fraction of non-influenza-related cases within the clinical cases in London throughout the pandemic. Such external data are not available to us. In [22, 24] , the estimation of the many extra parameters was avoided by assuming a prior distribution for these parameters (in the prior distribution, the parameters are independently distributed according to a gamma distribution), and using this prior distribution to integrate out the extra parameters, so that only the two parameters of the gamma prior need to be estimated. In our approach, we opted to avoid the problem of the unknowns introduced by the ILI data by not fitting the clinical data altogether and therefore use the conditional likelihood approach as described above.
In a previous work, we have focused on modelling the stochasticity of the infection process described by the transmission model and the stochasticity in the reporting of clinical diagnoses [8] . Here, for the sake of simplicity, the stochasticities involved in these processes are ignored, and the likelihood function is based on the stochasticity of the sampling processes involved in the laboratory testing, as it is assumed that the latter are dominant, owing to the small populations involved in these data. This assumption was verified by testing the fitting procedure on simulated data incorporating process and observation noise (see electronic supplementary material, D).
An optimization program written in Matlab was used to find the maximum-likelihood parameter estimates. The program used a combination of a nonlinear optimization algorithm (fminunc function) and a simulated annealing algorithm (simulannealbnd function). To ensure that the global maximum is found, the program was run numerous times, each time using a random set of initial parameter values. The program was tested on simulated data to verify the identifiability of the model parameters, and was found to work well with these data (electronic supplementary material, D). 95% CI for the parameter estimates were calculated using parametric bootstrapping (electronic supplementary material, D) and likelihood profiles (electronic supplementary material, E). We also conducted sensitivity analyses to assess the effect of uncertainty related to our fixed parameter values on the outcome of the model fit (electronic supplementary material, F).
Testing the effect of vaccination
The transmission model used in the data fitting (equation (2.1)) does not include vaccination as the vaccination stocks for the pandemic strain reached Israel late in the epidemic, and the vaccination coverage attained was too small to have any tangible impact on the epidemic (see electronic supplementary material, figure S12 ). Nevertheless, after fitting the model to the data, we wish to test the hypothetical effect of vaccination using the model. For this purpose, equation (2.1b) of the transmission model was extended to incorporate vaccination in the following manner:
S j ðtÞ ¼ S j ðt À 1Þ À i j ðtÞ À v j ðtÞ Á z:
ð2:5Þ
Here, v j (t) is the number of vaccinations given to individuals of age-group j on day t and z is the efficacy of the vaccine which was set to 70% [37] . In testing the effect of vaccination, the transmission model parameters were set to the maximum-likelihood estimates as obtained by the basic model fit (table 3) . Assuming vaccine coverage C in the total population, we searched for the optimized allocation of vaccinations within the different age-groups-c j ¼ S j v j ðtÞ Á ðS j c j ¼ C Á S j N j Þ-that minimizes the total attack rate, and evaluated the effect of the vaccinations on the pandemic dynamics. We either assumed that the vaccinations were given immediately at the beginning of the pandemic 
Results
Model fit
In the following, we present the results of fitting our basic model variant, described in the Methods section, to the virological and serological datasets, while using AH as the weather factor modulating the transmission rates. Table 3 gives the maximum-likelihood estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) obtained while assuming pre-pandemic seropositives were fully protected and while assuming they were not protected any more than seronegative individuals ( § §2. are very similar, the most notable difference being the attack rate in school children estimated as a little lower in the first scenario. As the differences between the two alternatives are relatively minor, we focus from this point forward on the results of the second scenario (i.e. assuming a prepandemic seropositive has the same probability of being infected as a pre-pandemic seronegative individual), which obtained the higher likelihood among the two scenarios. We found that employing AH as the seasonal driver yields better results than using temperature, regardless of the model variant used (see electronic supplementary material, table S10). Models incorporating more parameters, such as reporting rates that vary in time, managed in some cases to obtain a better fit to the data in terms of their AIC score, while not having any major impact on the parameter estimates and the estimated pandemic dynamics obtained from this simpler model (electronic supplementary material,  table S10 ). In addition, sensitivity analyses showed no major impact on the outcome of the model fit resulting from uncertainty in the fixed model parameters (electronic supplementary material, table S9). Figure 3a -e shows the fit between the fraction of weekly eILI incidence that is influenza related obtained from the model fit ( p j (t) in equation (2.2)) and the proportion of influenza-positive eILI cases in the virological dataset (electronic supplementary material, table S1), including 95% binomial CIs calculated using the Clopper-Pearson method. Figure 3f -j shows the fit between the estimated seroprevalence rates given by the model fit (p j (t) in equation (2.3b)) and the weekly fraction of seropositives in the population according to the serological tests (electronic supplementary material, table S2), including 95% binomial CI. As the figures show, for the most part, the estimates for all age-groups are found within the 95% CI of the observed data. Figure 4a shows the estimated influenza incidence rate given by the transmission model in the five age-groups. The total estimated attack rate is 32% (bootstrapped 95% CI 28-35%), considerably larger than the attack rate of a seasonal influenza epidemic, which is estimated at 5-20% [38] . However, we find large variation in the attack rates between the different age-groups, with the highest attack rates among school children and the lowest among the elderly (figure 4b). We also find that susceptibility to the pandemic strain decreased considerably with age (figure 4c).
Effect of absolute humidity and school vacations
Our basic model employs the effect of both AH and SVs. Results of fitting model variants that employ only AH or only SV reveal that each of these factors by itself is able to produce similar dynamics to the one obtained by the basic model fit (figure 4a), with small but visible differences in rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160099 the age-group incidence between the three model variants (electronic supplementary material, figure S8 ). While the two factors present a competing explanation for the obtained pandemic dynamics, the comparison of the three model variants using AIC (electronic supplementary material, table S10) as well as the likelihood surface with respect to the two factors (electronic supplementary material, figure S5 ) clearly indicates that employing both factors is better in terms of fitting the combination of virological and serological data. Furthermore, tests conducted on simulated data confirmed that the two parameters measuring the effect of AH and SV (d and k) are simultaneously identifiable when fitted to the type and amount of data available to us (electronic supplementary material, D).
Given the maximum-likelihood estimates of the basic model employing both factors, we analyse the impact of each of the factors, AH and SV, on the pandemic dynamics. Figure 5a shows the estimated influenza incidence rate for the whole population according to this model with and without the effect of AH and/or SV (i.e. setting the parameter d and/or k values to zero). According to this exercise, without the effect of AH or SV, the epidemic would have had a single peak during August. Only the combination of AH and SV has managed to delay the epidemic enough, so that the bulk of the epidemic occurred during November-December. Figure 5b shows the estimated value of the reproductive number R as it changed over the duration of the pandemic (electronic supplementary material, equations S4 and S5), for the four configurations used in figure 5a. At the beginning of the pandemic, R is estimated to be 1.4 (1.35 -1.44). Varying AH conditions were responsible for a reduction of up to 20% during summer and an increase of up to 25% during winter in the value of R (dashed line compared with solid line in figure 5b ), whereas SVs reduced R by 12% (dotted line compared to solid line in figure 5b ). The latter is attributed to an estimated 20% (8-31%) reduction in contacts among schoolaged children during SVs. Whenever R declines below the threshold R ¼ 1, the incidence of influenza cases starts to decrease. The declines in the epidemic during the summer and the beginning of October were the result of the combined effect of SV and unfavourable AH conditions, whereas the decline in the third wave during November is attributed by the model to the depletion of the susceptible population.
In terms of total attack rates, SV alone (without the effect of AH), would have reduced the attack rates from 34% to 27%. However, with the effect of AH, SV increased the overall attack rates from 24% (had there been no vacations) to 32%. That is, by delaying the epidemic and extending it into winter, the overall epidemic size with SVs turned out to be larger than it would have been otherwise. Similar results can be seen in figure 6a which shows the outcome of the pandemic according to the model if the same SV periods were shifted in time, so that the summer vacation starts either on the first of June, July (the actual dates), August, September or October. When vacations start at June or July, the bulk of the epidemic is postponed to wintertime, and when vacations start at September or later the big epidemic wave occurs in summer. When summer vacations start in August, there are two big waves, in summer and in late winter. Once more, postponing the epidemic to winter increases the overall epidemic size.
Effect of optimal vaccine allocation
Using the model with the estimated parameters given by the maximum-likelihood estimates (table 3) , we tested what would have been the effect of different vaccination campaigns on the pandemic. Figure 6b rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160099 population as a whole, the optimal allocation strategy, which reduces the total attack rate to a minimum, is to vaccinate almost only school children (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Vaccinating just 15% of the population using the optimal allocation strategy (vaccinating 58% of all school children) would have completely mitigated the winter wave of the outbreak.
To illustrate the advantage of vaccinating children over adults, we have compared the outcome of vaccinating 20% of the population, where all the vaccinations are either given to children 0-19, young adults 20-44 or to adults 45 þ years old. In each case, we have calculated the overall attack rate and its distribution among all five age-groups (electronic supplementary material, figure S15 ). Vaccinating the children outperforms vaccinating the adults by a huge margin. An important finding is that vaccinating the children is advantageous not only from an overall perspective, but also from the adults' perspective, as the attack rates in the adult agegroups are smaller when the children are vaccinated compared with when the adults themselves are vaccinated. This finding was obtained while assuming the efficacy of the vaccine is the same for all age-groups, whereas typically the efficacy is smaller in the elderly [23, 39] , which would only strengthen this result.
Discussion
In this study, we reconstructed the dynamics of the 2009 pandemic in Israel in five age-groups by fitting a dynamic model to unique virological and serological datasets. Our model has managed to fit the results of the virological and serological tests in five age-groups well (figure 3), while estimating a relatively small number of parameters. Although the model was not fitted to the ILI data, the reconstructed dynamics follows a similar trend suggested by the ILI data (figure 1a), with two small waves during summer and autumn followed by a large wave during winter (electronic supplementary material, figure S10) . Analysis of the model shows that these waves were triggered by the combination of varying weather conditions and SVs. The estimated attack rate for the pandemic in the whole population of Israel is 32%, with a large variation in the attack rates among different agegroups (figure 4b). Our estimation of the attack rate in the different age-groups resembles results of previous studies [19, 20, 22, 33, 40] . The distribution of infectives among the age-groups is explained in part by the age-group contact patterns, with school children having the highest number of contacts and the elderly the least. However, the model indicates increasing immunity with age to be another significant factor that is essential in reproducing the observed pattern of attack rates in the different age-groups (figure 4c). This result reaffirms similar conclusions made by previous serological studies [40] [41] [42] as well as modelling studies of the pandemic in other countries [20, [43] [44] [45] . Nonetheless, it should be noted that the differences in susceptibility between individuals in the 0-4 age-group and individuals in the 5-19 and 20 -44 age-groups, as estimated by our model, might rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160099 also be related to behavioural differences that render young children more likely to be infected when contacting an infectious individual. We obtained an estimate of R ¼ 1.4 at the beginning of the pandemic, which is in the range of other estimates from different parts of the world (1.2 R 2.2) [10, 12, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 44] . In the beginning of July, owing to the combined effect of SVs and increasing AH levels, our estimate for R is just above 1 (figure 5b), which is in line with previous estimates made based on incidence of confirmed cases at the initial phase of the pandemic in Israel [3] . Our formulation of R takes into account the existing prior immunity at the beginning of the pandemic (as given by the estimated parameters l j , which encompass the probability of being infected upon contact). We can calculate the value of the basic reproductive number R 0 if we assume young children (0-4) were completely susceptible to the pandemic strain, by plugging l 1 in place of each l j in electronic supplementary material, equation (S1) at time t ¼ 0, leading to an estimate of R 0 ¼ 2.2. Notably, this estimate of R 0 for the pandemic is considerably lower than an estimate (R 0 ¼ 3.25) obtained from fitting 11 years of seasonal influenza epidemics in Israel [8] .
Our estimate of the impact of AH on the transmission of influenza is similar to a previous estimate based on modelling 11 years of seasonal influenza epidemics in Israel [8] . As in the seasonal influenza study, we have found that AH better explains the seasonality of influenza in Israel than temperature. The estimated 12% reduction in R during SVs is around the low range of the 14-50% reduction estimated by modelling studies in other countries [10, 12, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Obviously, the effect of SVs is a social-related phenomenon that may vary from population to population. In the basic model formulation presented here, SVs can affect contacts among school children only. In the electronic supplementary material, we present a model variant in which contacts of school children with other age-groups could also be affected during SVs. Using this variant, we obtained a larger reduction in the number of contacts among school children during SVs when compared with the reduction estimated in the basic model variant (40% compared with 20%), paired with an increase (of 3b) ), we project the dynamics of the pandemic assuming overall vaccine coverage of 0 -20% of the population. The inset shows the overall attack rates in each of the scenarios. According to the model, with a coverage of 15% using optimal allocation consisting of vaccinating almost only school children, the outbreak would have been mitigated (see electronic supplementary material, figure S14 for more details). (Online version in colour.)
approx. 60%) in the number of contacts between school children and other age-groups during these periods (see electronic supplementary material, G). This increase may be attributed to increasing within-families contacts during SVs. This model variant has managed to improve the overall fit of the model (as seen in its improved AIC score) while not having any major effect on the rest of our results. Our pandemic model suggests that the interplay of seasonality in the transmission and mitigation efforts can lead to some complex and unexpected outcomes, which should be of consequence when considering the use of school closures as a measure to mitigate an ongoing epidemic. The model demonstrates that having SVs at the time they occurred actually increased the magnitude of the pandemic in Israel, by delaying the epidemic and extending it into winter when better conditions for influenza prevail (figures 5a and 6a). The only scenario in which closing the schools early in the epidemic would have been advantageous in terms of reducing the overall size of the epidemic is if the time gained by delaying the epidemic were used to vaccinate a larger part of the population. This result was not reported in other modelling works that projected the course of the pandemic without the effect of SVs [10, 20] . These modelling works either did not model the effect of weather conditions [20] or found the effect of weather conditions in their settings to be minimal [10] . Without the effect of weather, SVs would always reduce the magnitude of the epidemic. Only when combined with seasonality induced by weather (or some other seasonal forcing) can SVs cause an increase in the overall attack rate.
The actual vaccination campaign against the pandemic strain in Israel was 'too little too late' owing to the late arrival of the vaccine to Israel to have any effect on the pandemic dynamics (see electronic supplementary material, J). Using the model, we investigated what would have been the effect of vaccinations had they been delivered early enough to influence the epidemic. The model demonstrates that vaccinating just 15% of the population during September 2009, after the first wave of the outbreak, using an optimal vaccine allocation which includes vaccination of mostly school children, would have mitigated the winter wave of the outbreak entirely (figure 6b). In an unrealistic scenario in which a vaccination campaign could have taken place prior to the initiation of the pandemic, a campaign covering 20% of the population with an optimal allocation consisting of mostly school children (78% of all school children) would have prevented the outbreak completely (electronic supplementary material, figure S13) . In optimizing the allocation of vaccines, we considered only the effect of vaccination on the total attack rate. However, we have found that vaccinating children is advantageous over vaccinating adults even from the perspective of reducing the infection rates among adults (electronic supplementary material, figure S15 ). This result is in line with previous modelling studies [23, [46] [47] [48] [49] and a randomized controlled trial study [50] that have shown that vaccinating children can be an effective method to protect the elderly from influenza. In our case, the combination of higher contact rates in children and lower probability of infection in the elderly means that concentrating on vaccinating the children would have been the optimal strategy in reducing both morbidity and mortality. Because it appears that increased protection for older individuals compared with younger individuals is a hallmark of influenza pandemics [51] , vaccinating children to protect the whole population should probably be the preferred course of action in the case of a future pandemic.
